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Abstract

The Desert Fathers, and other ascetics like them, were incredibly influential both in their
time and the ages that followed. Though England during the Anglo-Saxon period did not have
the same landscape many of the ascetic holy men from Egypt and Syria resided in, Saint Guthlac
ventured into the “desert” of his country, the harsh fens of eastern England. Guthlac’s vita, as
written by Felix, portrays the saint in a manner reminiscent of the ascetics of the desert. By
utilizing the expectations associated with these prior narratives, Felix was able to portray Guthlac
in a way that helped bring more people into the Catholic faith and secure his lord’s position of
authority. Felix’s conscious use of specific framework and rhetorical strategies helped assure a
productive relationship between medieval England and Rome.

ii
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When Christ was “led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil”
(Mark 4:1), he set the standard for generations of ascetics that followed, for when Christ said
“You shall not put the Lord your God to the test,” he left the door open for men to test
themselves in regards to their faith and devotion to God. Men and women such as Saint Anthony
the Great and Saint Arsenius helped establish a tradition where men would remove themselves
from society, ostensibly to become closer to God, but also to have a tangible, concrete way for
them to display their commitment to living God’s Word. As word of the extreme devotion and
miracles performed by these Desert Fathers spread, followers of the faith began to emulate their
journeys out into the wilderness and away from cities, starting a new movement of eremitical
asceticism. Even in far off England, a land viewed by Romans living in the early medieval
period as being at the literal ends of the Earth, people were fascinated by the monks of the desert.
Though they, too, wished to display their faith, they did not have the great deserts found in the
Middle East to serve as proving grounds for their devotion. Instead, men such as Saint Cuthbert
and Saint Guthlac would move to the English equivalent of a desert, desolate interior islands far
from civilization. Like the Desert Fathers before them, Cuthbert and Guthlac would go on to
become incredibly influential figures within the confines of their communities, both from a
political and religious perspective. When examining the lives of these British ascetics,
particularly that of Guthlac, one is inevitably forced to ask why is it that Guthlac felt the need to
go into the “desert” of his country. What need was being met by secluding himself from society
and how was that need met through his practice of isolation? And finally, how and why were the
stories of the Desert Fathers and other ascetics co-opted by Guthlac’s biographer?
To answer these questions, we must consider two separate points: the needs and desires
being met on an individualistic level, specifically for Guthlac the man, and the needs being met
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for the hagiographer of Guthlac, a man named Felix. When the investigation is focused on these
two distinct but linked inquiries, we move towards a more thorough understanding of the general
tenor of how Anglo-Saxons viewed, and were catered to, by the Christian faith. As we will see,
Felix, by utilizing the expectations associated with prior ascetic holy man narratives, is able to
present Guthlac in a way that not only helped bring more people to the Catholic faith and secure
his lord’s position of authority, but also helped create a new Mercian spiritual and national
identity. As Peter Brown writes in his “The Rise and Function of the Holy Man in Late
Antiquity,” it is through
“studying both the most admired and the most detested figures in any society, we can see,
as seldom through other evidence, the nature of the average man’s expectations and
hopes for himself. It is for the historian, therefore, to analyze this image as a product of
the society around the holy man.” (Brown 81)
With this objective in mind, let us turn to the life and times of Saint Guthlac, so as to gain a
better understanding of how the common folk of medieval England viewed and interacted with
the Catholic church.

Section One: Background
To best tell the story of Guthlac, it is crucial to understand the political and cultural
details of Anglo-Saxon England in the 7th and 8th centuries, especially when those details relate
to the spread of Catholicism. A fine place to start this contextual exploration is with the
Gregorian mission to England led by Augustine of Canterbury and commissioned by Pope
Gregory I. Gregory chose Augustine, a man whose monastic background bore similarities to his
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own, to lead a delegation of holy men to darkest England, fully aware of the dangers a journey of
this length would entail the peril that might ensue from being amongst such a hostile people.
Gregory’s desire to send this mission to such a distant location speaks to his desire to bring the
inhabitants of medieval England into the Catholic church. Later, we will see how that desire led
to Gregory advocating for a more pragmatic approach to ecclesiastical endeavors.
Augustine’s journey began in 596 when his small band of monks left Rome and traveled
west through Europe. Augustine’s followers must have seen the Frankish territories they passed
through as emblematic of what they were to encounter once they reached the shores of
England. It would not have been unreasonable to assume that the traits exhibited by the denizens
of the Frankish kingdoms were milder than what would be found at the literal end of the
world. The fear and consternation was so great among Augustine’s men that they implored their
leader to return to Rome and request that the pope send them to a different, less dangerous
destination to avoid whatever ills were to befall them in the pagan lands of England. In a letter
preserved by Bede, Pope Gregory encourages Augustine and his men, saying,
Since it is better to begin good works than to have second thoughts and withdraw from
those that are begun, you must, my dearest sons, zealously complete the good work you
have begun. Neither the toil of the journey, nor the tongues of evil speakers should deter
you; therefore carry out with all instancy and fervour what you have begun by God’s
help, knowing that the greater the labour, the greater the reward of eternal glory.
(Deansely 27)
Encouraged by this impassioned plea by God’s representative on Earth, Augustine returned to his
men and continued to England and the court of King Ӕthelbert.
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King Ӕthelbert, with his position as over-king or bretwalda of southern England, was a
logical choice as the initial person to contact for the mission from Rome. Along with his
position as a political and military power in the region, Ӕthelbert’s close proximity to a fervent
follower of Christ, his wife Queen Bertha, rendered him useful to Gregory. When the pair were
first married, part of the marriage agreement stipulated that Bertha, who had been born in
Francia (Deansely 17), be allowed to bring her own private bishop with her to Ӕthelbert’s
court. Among her very first acts as queen, Bertha made efforts to restore the Church of Saint
Martin, which had lain in a state of neglect for years. These restoration efforts, along with the
instrumental role she played in the Christianization of England, eventually led to her becoming
canonized as a saint.
When Augustine and his followers arrived in England, they were greeted well by the king
who allowed the delegation from Rome to make use of the recently renovated Church of Saint
Martin. After having established themselves, Augustine and his followers set out to convert the
masses and with the king’s blessing and were successful in that endeavor. Eventually, King
Ӕthelbert himself was baptized. How Bede describes the king’s conversion is important because
it speaks to the soft power and influence wielded by the Christian monks, a power that would
later grow to such a large degree that they became veritable kingmakers, selecting those chosen
by God to lead their people. Bede writes
And when he [the king] himself, with others, was pleased with their pure and holy life,
and the sweetness of their promises, which were attested by the showing of many
miracles, he believed and was baptised, and many began daily to flock to hear the word
of God, and to leave their pagan religion and by faith to unite themselves with the holy
church of Christ. For the king showed himself pleased with their faith and conversion but
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he did not compel any man to be a Christian but rather, he loved the believers more
fervently as fellow citizens of the heavenly kingdom. For he learned from his teachers
and the authors of his salvation that the service of Christ should be voluntary, not an
enforced servitude. (Deansely 41)
Bede’s phrasing in this passage is incredibly important when its implications are applied to
Guthlac’s story because it speaks to the culturally adaptive way of promoting Christian values
that Felix would engage in when writing Guthlac’s hagiography. King Ӕthelbert, who had been
seen as the bretwalda, the most powerful war leader in the area, was peacefully converted; his
battle acumen was turned towards the peaceful life of extolling the virtues of his faith and
encouraging his people to follow in his own religious journey. Through his conversion,
Ӕthelbert had grown into something more than just a king who extends his influence by force
alone. In a relatively short amount of time, the Gregorian mission could be viewed as a success:
“Augustine brought the bretwalda Ӕthelbert a new religion; and he reopened the channels of
communication with the old, Greco-Roman civilization of the Mediterranean” (Deansely 2). In
addition to this reopened channel of communication, Pope Gregory now has established a
tradition in England, that of turning men of martial power and authority into symbols of
Christian dominance.
Augustine’s approach from the Mediterranean to the inhabitants of the British Isles must
have been one that was deliberated upon and critiqued throughout his journey across Europe. It
was while on this journey that Augustine noticed a great amount of variation in the ways in
which the liturgies were performed in separate churches across the continent. These differences
caused him enough concern that he eventually sent a letter to Pope Gregory asking why is it that
if “the faith is one, and there are churches which have divers customs, so that there is one custom
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of saying mass in the holy Roman church and another in those of the Gauls?” (Deansely 65)
Gregory’s response, as recorded by Bede, would serve to foreshadow Guthlac’s hagiographer’s
own work years later because Guthlac would engage in a similar synthesizing of best practices
between traditional Christian culture and that of the more military-minded Anglo-Saxon culture.
Gregory replied to Augustine that it
is pleasing to me that in whatever church you find anything more pleasing to the almighty
God, whether in the Roman church or in that of the Gauls or of any other place, that you
should carefully choose that, and in the church of the English now newly brought to the
faith you should authorize and teach this custom, which you have collected out of many
churches. For things are not to be loved because of the place they come from, but places
are to be loved because of the good things they have produced. Choose then from each
individual church whatever things are devout and religious and right, and bind them
together as it were a sheaf, and impose them as a custom in the minds of the English.
(Deansely 65)
Here we see Gregory making a brilliantly calculated move that will pay immense spiritual
dividends in the near future because it shows a willingness to adapt to different cultures as long
as the new cultures ultimately become Christian. As we will later see, Guthlac’s story of warrior
leader turned holy religious figure sprouts from the fertile sensible ground planted by Pope
Gregory and Augustine.
Unpacking Gregory’s advice further, the efficacy of Augustine’s mission and those that
followed becomes more clear. Gregory is placing a great deal of trust in his missionary,
allowing Augustine to decide which among the different approaches of proselytizing would be
“more pleasing to the almighty God.” To state the point in militaristic terms, Gregory is
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allowing his subordinate officer to judge which tactics would lead to greater success, a stratagem
employed across time and cultures when dealing with extended campaigns. Returning to
Deansely’s point made earlier about Augustine’s appointment owing to Gregory’s appreciation
for the young monk’s leadership capabilities, Augustine’s administrative qualities and decision
making prowess are highlighted.
Continuing the analysis of the Gregorian missive, a reader will be struck by the move
toward decentralization, or at least the appearance of advocating for autonomy among the more
peripheral territories under the sway of Rome. When Gregory states, “things are not to be loved
because of the place they come from, but places are to be loved because of the good things they
have produced,” he is pursuing a pragmatic, expansionist policy in regards to the spreading of
the Christian faith. Perhaps recalling the heavy strain of distance felt by the Roman Empire,
Gregory and subsequent leaders of the church recognized the importance of being malleable on
certain issues while maintaining core principles integral to their faith.
It was into this world that Guthlac was born. Augustine had brought a more pragmatic,
though still Rome-inclined Christianity to the Anglo-Saxons inhabiting Britain. This style of
Christianity, a style that was accepting towards the cultures present in medieval England, was the
perfect atmosphere to bring about a more thorough conversion process, one that married the
religion and indigenous culture. Now we turn our focus to how this world shaped Guthlac, how
the insistence of Rome to make Christianity appealing to the natives helped create the saint of
Crowland.
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Section Two: Guthlac the Individual

A certain man said that there were once three men who loved labors, and they were
monks. The first one chose to go about and see where there was strife, which he turned into
peace; the second chose to go about and visit the sick; but the third departed to the desert that he
might dwell in quietness. Finally the first man, who had chosen to still the contentions of men,
was unable to make every man to be at peace with his neighbor, and his spirit was sad; and he
went to the man who had chosen to visit the sick; and he found him in affliction because he was
not able to fulfill the law which he had laid down for himself. Then the two of them went to the
monk in the desert,… and the two men related to the third the tribulations which had befallen
them in the world, and entreated him to tell them how he had lived in the desert. And he was
silent, but after a little he said unto them, “Come, let each of us go and fill a vessel of water”
and after they had filled the vessel, he said unto them “Pour out some of the water into a basin
and look down to the bottom through it,” and they did so. And he said unto them, “What do ye
see?” and they said, “We see nothing.” And after the water in the basin had ceased to move, he
said to them a second time, “Look into the water,” and they looked, and he said unto them,
“What do ye see?” And they said unto him, “We see our own faces distinctly”; and he said unto
them, “Thus is it with the man who dwelleth with men, for by reason of the disturbance caused
by this affair of the world he cannot see his sins; but if he live in the peace and quietness of the
desert he is able to see God clearly.” (The Paradise of the Holy Fathers, Saint Athanasius)
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Saint Athanasius opens his “Paradise of the Holy Fathers” with this story because it gets
to the very heart of asceticism, a topic Athanasius was intimately familiar with. As an ascetic
himself and as the primary biographer of Saint Anthony, Athanasius understood that the
movement outwards away from society was more accurately a movement inwards, towards the
self. Men who sought to follow in the footsteps of the Desert Fathers, men such as Guthlac,
would need fully to understand who they were as individuals, come face-to-face with their own
sinful nature, before they could truly become one with Christ. When we look to Guthlac, we see
that an understanding of his own past and his status as an emphatically Mercian man was at the
forefront of his mind. Guthlac would take the best of his own people’s traditions and that of
Roman Christian culture within himself to create a synthesis of the best from each world,
becoming the ideal candidate as the paragon of English Christianity.
In the foreword of his translation of Felix’s “Life of Saint Guthlac,” Bertram Colgrave
makes the assertion that Guthlac was born in 674 AD. Colgrave based this date on the fact that
king Ӕthelred was already ensconced on the throne of Mercia. As Felix relates early in his
narrative, Guthlac was of royal stock, belonging to the family of Icel, who was himself
descended from the legendary King Offa of Angel. This bloodline would possess an illustrious
history, full of martial accomplishments that would be known to all of those in the community.
Bearing this in mind, it can be assumed that Guthlac would have grown up hearing the tales of
his ancestors, taking in stories of the many battles and victories won by the men of his line. It is
this very history that was the motivation behind his name. As Felix tells us, “the name in the
tongue of the English is shown to consist of two individual words, namely ‘Guth” and ‘lac,’
which in the elegant Latin tongue is ‘belli munus’ (the reward of war)” (Colgrave 78). In an
attempt to mollify the fierce fascination with combat found within the Anglo-Saxon community,
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Felix acknowledges the violent intentions a name like this would evoke, but instead interprets
Guthlac’s name to herald a more ethereal battlefield. He writes “by warring against vices he was
to receive the reward of eternal bliss, together with the victor’s diadem of everlasting life”
(Colgrave 78). Through this elaborate exegesis, Felix has created a new paradigm for the AngloSaxon warrior to operate within: forgo the traditional pursuit of worldly glory through the
accrual of plunder and prestige and instead engage with one’s own inner weaknesses and the
army of Satan’s demons. As far as challenges go, it would be difficult to top that.
After briefly describing Guthlac’s boyhood years, Felix then moves onto a short section
on Guthlac’s days of military conquest. It seems Felix has decided to acknowledge this aspect of
Guthlac’s past, perhaps in a maneuver to help provide a connection with the violent aspirations
of traditional Anglo-Saxons, even though he does not want to glorify this type of behavior. The
entire passage reads:
Now when his youthful strength had increased, and a noble desire for command burned
in his young breast, he remembered the valiant deeds of heroes of old, and as though
awaking from sleep, he changed his disposition and gathering bands of followers took up
arms;
But when he had devastated the towns and residences of his foes, their villages and
fortresses with fire and sword, and, gathering together companions from various races
and from all directions, had amassed immense booty, then as if instructed by divine
counsel, he would return to the owners a third part of the treasure collected. (Colgrave
81-2)
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These short passages speak to a tremendously important aspect of Guthlac’s story and also help
modern readers begin to ascertain Felix’s motivations for writing this vita. Felix openly
acknowledges the bellicose tendencies of the Anglo-Saxon culture and in fact counts upon it to
better reach his target audience. Guthlac remembers the “valiant deeds of heroes of old” and so
is more than aware of his cultural heritage. As his name would suggest, he was born for battle
and enjoys a great amount of success. Being described as devastating entire villages, one must
assume that non-combatants were negatively affected by Guthlac’s actions. Perhaps in response
to this seemingly immoral behavior, Guthlac is compelled to give over a third of his loot. This
could be a way of foreshadowing Guthlac’s later moral transformation. What is important here
is that Felix has begun to establish Guthlac as a paragon among the young Mercian noblemen.
To be consistent with both his new family in Christ and his biological kin, Guthlac was
forced to undergo a transformation of sorts, readily adopting a great number of new traits that
oftentimes ran counter to his character as described early in Felix’s narrative. After Guthlac has
his divine vision and makes his journey to the monastery of Repton (Colgrave 85), his role as
foreigner and outsider begins to take hold. Fired by his religious experience, Guthlac renounces
any and all “intoxicating drink or any sort of choice liquor except at the time of holy
communion” (Colgrave 85). This renunciation of alcohol speaks to the great amount of control
that Guthlac is seeking to assert over his own life. One could certainly extend this idea out to
him taking control of who he is as a person, molding that into what will bring the most glory to
God. One would typically imagine that this type of fervent dedication would normally make a
young religious initiate attractive to their holy brothers, sharing a strong desire to abstain from
worldly pleasures. In reality, it had the opposite effect. Felix tells us it was “for this cause he
(Guthlac) was intensely hated by all the brethren who lived with him there” (Colgrave 85). We
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must both ask why Felix chose to include this into this vita and what it means within the wider
narrative of Guthlac’s life.
Fortunately for Guthlac, the period of conflict between him and his brethren was shortlived and the monastery and its inhabitants soon developed a strong “affectionate love” for their
newest brother. Felix writes it was “the sincerity of his life and the modesty and serenity of his
mind” (Colgrave 85) that turns their hearts towards admiration. His first movement towards
othering himself has made him the most admired person in his religious community, something
that would seem to run contrary to common sense because traditionally, it was people that lived
on the periphery of society, the “others” that engendered the most ill will. Felix continues to
focus on this othering when he writes of the many virtues of Guthlac: “He was distinguished in
appearance, chaste of body, handsome of face, devout in mind, and attractive to look at”
(Colgrave 85). After clarifying just how unique Guthlac is physically, Felix moves towards his
behavior, culminating in the passage “For his wisdom enhanced in him so greatly the splendor of
all his virtues that, in the words of the apostle, ‘his speech always shone, seasoned with the salt
of divine grace’” (Colgrave 85). Here we see the first reference to Guthlac as God’s mouthpiece,
with his speech being “seasoned with the salt of divine grace.” After long passages describing
just how distinctive Guthlac was, we are immediately told how Guthlac is moving towards
speaking with God’s voice.
Felix then describes the two year period where Guthlac is “initiated in canticles, psalms,
hymns, prayers, and church routine” (Colgrave 85-6). Knowing that mastering the minutiae of
monastic life was not enough for his bursting faith, Guthlac goes further, taking on all the virtues
of his monastic brothers. Felix writes of Guthlac taking the
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obedience of one, the humility of another, the patience of this one, the longsuffering of
that one; the abstinence of some, the sincerity of others, and the temperance and
agreeableness of all and sundry; to put it briefly, he imitated the virtues of all of them in
all things. (Colgrave 87)
By taking in all of these traits from other people, Guthlac has begun the transition away from the
traditional monastic life and moved towards something beyond. When Guthlac begins to exhibit
each of the virtues of the men at Repton, he paradoxically is further removed from them. Just as
it required the pure and blameless Christ to take on the sins of all mankind, a deed that separated
him from all men from all times, so, too, does Guthlac become an other by being each of the
good things found in the monks of Repton. Psychologically, this removes him from society just
as much as any physical relocation would.
Guthlac’s appropriation of the positive traits of his monastic brethren bears a strong
resemblance to the advice given to the missionary confused about the many variations he had
seen in churches across Europe. When Gregory instructed Augustine to combine the things that
were “more pleasing to the almighty God,” he made a point of prizing ideals over locations.
Gregory is happy enough for Augustine to create a liturgical mélange as long as it is advances
the interests of God. Could it not be said that the Guthlac described by Felix is following this
tradition, taking the many positive attributes found in the other monks at the monastery, and
binding “them together as it were in a sheaf” (Deansely 65)?
After offering the descriptions of Guthlac becoming an extraordinary monk, Felix makes
it clear that Guthlac is meant for life outside of a monastery, for something more. Immediately
following the passage describing Guthlac taking on the traits of his brethren, Felix describes
Guthlac’s exodus from the monastery. He writes,
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And so when four and twenty months had run their course during which he lived a life of
the greatest self-restraint in the habit of a cleric, he planned to seek the desert with the
greatest diligence and the utmost earnestness of mind. For when he read about the
solitary life of monks of former days, then his heart was enlightened and burned with an
eager desire to make his way to the desert. Briefly, after some days had passed, with the
willing consent of the elders, he started out on the path to eternal bliss and proceeded to
look for a solitary place. (Colgrave 87)
Here, Guthlac is described as mastering ascesis and wants to continue towards eudaemonia, a
state of bliss, being in the proximity of God (Cowan 226). By reading of the “monks of former
days” Guthlac becomes enchanted with the idea of autarkism, which is to live in a state of
absolute self-sufficiency, outside social structures (Cowan 226).
The monk often associated with Guthlac is the Northumbrian Saint Cuthbert, who had
lived a generation prior to Guthlac; he followed a similar trajectory in his pursuit of a closer
relationship with God. In his Life of Saint Cuthbert, Bede describes Cuthbert’s exit from the
monastery in terms that closely align with Felix’s:
Now after he had completed many years in that same monastery, he joyfully entered into
the remote solitudes which he had long desired, sought, and prayed for, with the good
will of that same abbot and also of the brethren. For he rejoiced because, after a long and
blameless active life, he was now held worthy to rise to the repose of divine
contemplation. (Consitt 215)
Like Guthlac after him, Cuthbert made sure to seek the approval of those around him,
demonstrating a humble nature and a respect for the institutions of the church, while ultimately
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deciding that he needed something more. In “The Desert Fathers: Saint Anthony and the
Beginnings of Monasticism,” Peter H. Görg says the goal of Christian monasticism is to “follow
Christ unreservedly, guided by the evangelical counsels of poverty, celibacy, and obedience”
(Görg 11) and that it “reminds the Church again and again of her primary duties in the world: to
work for the glory of God and the salvation of souls.” To become a monk was a display of
extreme piety, something only a comparatively small number of Christians ever decide to do.
Even so, it was seen by Guthlac, Cuthbert, and others like them, to not be enough. Their
dedication to God and to Christ demanded that they do more, that they further separate
themselves from others, not just by deed but by location as well. It was this physical relocation
that Guthlac and other ascetics hoped would help facilitate a closer alignment with the spirit of
Christ, the ultimate other.
It is in the description of the exact things Saint Anthony, the original Desert Father, did
that we can start to understand why certain men felt a need to go beyond the monastery. In his
description of Anthony as the founder of the desert ascetic tradition, Görg describes the litany of
luxuries Anthony deprived himself of, from staying awake for several days in a row to eating
nothing but bread and salt; a great amount of attention was devoted to maintaining control over
his bodily desires and urges. Görg writes
His motivation for all this was his conviction that the soul attains its greatest vigor only
when the bodily cravings are powerless. In this endeavor Anthony did not reckon the
time that he had already spent on the path of virtue but rather acted as though he had to
begin anew each day with his ascetical practices. (Görg 16)
Görg emphasizes the importance of inward mastery, the awareness of one’s own self, one’s own
wants, in order to strip those away so as to become wholly focused upon Christ.
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When he left the monastery, Guthlac had demonstrated a firm understanding of how he
would need to master himself to become closer to God. His mindful transformation from
militaristic nobleman to temperate and virtuous monk required that he be extremely vigilant and
aware of his own inner workings. Confident in his situation, Guthlac strides out from the
monastery, away from civilization and into the treacherous fens of England.

Section Three: Felix’s Needs
An old man from Thebaïs used to say: - I was the son of a priest of idols, and when I was young I
lived in the temple, and I have on many occasions seen my father go into the temple to perform
the sacrifices to the idols. Once I went in secretly after him, and I saw Satan sitting [there], with
his whole army before him, and, behold, one of his devils came and did homage to him. And
Satan answered and said unto him, “Whence comest thou?” And the devil made answer, “I was
in such and such a country, and I stirred up many wars and revolts, and I caused the shedding of
blood, and I have come to tell thee these things.” Satan said unto him, “How long did it take
thee to do this?” and the devil said “Thirty days.” Satan commanded him to be beaten, saying
unto him, “Is this all that thou hast done in so long a time?”… Then afterwards, behold, a fourth
devil came and worshipped him, and Satan answered and said unto him, “And whence comest
thou also?” And he who was asked answered and said unto him, “I have been in the desert for
forty years striving with a monk, and to-night I have hurled him into fornication”; and when
Satan heard this, he rose up straightway and embraced and kissed the devil, and he took the
crown off his head, and placed it upon him, and he made him to sit by his side upon his throne,
saying, “And so thou hast been able to do so great a work as this in so short a time! For there is
nothing which I prize so highly as the fall of a monk.” And the old man went on to say: - When I
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saw these things I said within myself, “Yea, so great then is the army of the monks! And by the
operation of God, Who desired my redemption, I came forth, and became a monk.” (The
Paradise of the Holy Fathers, Saint Athanasius)

As mentioned earlier, the role of hagiographer is not simply to record the happenings of a
specific individual’s life. Crafting their tale with an eye towards inspiring others would have
been extremely important. In the passage above, from Athanasius’s “Paradise of the Fathers,”
one can almost view the speaker in the role of recruiter for the army of God. He has laid out a
stirring scenario showing that one can become a champion of tremendous power through a
mastery of self and subservience to God. We can apply some of the same analysis to Guthlac’s
biographer Felix. He would want to help expand Christianity’s influence in his homeland,
helping the process of his religion subsuming the cultural practices of pagan beliefs for Christian
purposes.. By looking at how Felix chose to present Guthlac’s life, specifically Felix’s use of a
Desert Father or ascetic holy man framework, we can learn much about the desires of both Felix
and the church he was advocating for. We can see how Felix would have utilized this
established framework to help craft a uniquely Mercian warrior saint, a man whose story would
help create a burgeoning nation’s own identity.
This “ascetic holy man framework,” a framework that Felix would have undoubtedly
been familiar with as a learned monk whose monastery had connections to Rome, carries with it
a specific set of themes and images that pervade the great majority of ascetic hagiographies. The
most important of these ideas, at least in how they pertain to Guthlac’s story, are as follows:
First, the physical relocation of the holy man far outside the traditional influence of society.
Second, the physical and spiritual battles carried on by the holy man against demons and Satan in
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conjunction with the conquering of their own desires. Third, the performance of miracles,
traditionally those of commanding of wild animals and performing exorcisms. Lastly, and
perhaps most importantly to Guthlac’s hagiographer, the ascetic practice becoming a center of
earthly power, allowing the holy man the ability to crown rulers on behalf of God Himself. By
presenting Guthlac in a manner that strikes upon each of these consistent themes, Felix utilizes
the specific history associated with the Desert Fathers and other ascetic holy men to demonstrate
the importance of Anglo-Saxon England’s acquiescence to Catholicism and the legitimacy of
those Felix serves here on Earth.
As has been made clear, Guthlac easily meets the first commonality with the Desert
Fathers, the relocation to somewhere far away from traditional society. In his exploration of the
holy man in Late Antiquity, Brown describes the difference between the desert ascetics of Egypt
and those of Syria. Specifically, Brown remarks on the Syrian ascetic’s habit of “impinging on
society” (Brown 82) in ways not done in other Roman provinces. This involvement in society
manifested in a variety of ways. From playing the role of arbiter in community disagreements to
performing blessings so as to ensure a good harvest, Syrian ascetics were far more active
members of society than the traditional Egyptian ascetics. It can be safely assumed that it was, at
least partially, this “impinging” that elevated Syria to the status as “the great province for ascetic
stars” (Brown 82). It was also because of this involvement with society that “the holy men who
minted the ideal of the saint in society came from Syria” (Brown 82). Felix, recognizing the
massive influence of the ascetic tradition, connects Guthlac’s journey into the desert with the
similar journey made by Anthony and Cuthbert, following in the footsteps of Christ to wage war
with demons, the devil and ultimately, with himself.
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It was in the desert that Christ was tempted by the devil. As can be expected from the
Son of God, Christ withstood these challenges, relying upon the words and traditions of the Bible
to thwart the devil’s ambition. Centuries later, as the first of the Desert Fathers, Anthony would
follow suit. Görg explains Anthony’s reasoning this way:
What could be more obvious than for our ascetic also to take that final step in his life of
renunciation and voluntary privations and to go into the desert? Moreover, the desert
gave Anthony the opportunity to concentrate on the essential battle of the ascetic. He
himself explained this in one of the apophthegmata in these words: ‘He who stays in the
desert solitude in impassive silence is shielded from three battles: those that come from
hearing, speaking and seeing. He has only one battle left to fight: against his own
impurity.’ (Görg 21)
Many years and thousands of miles later, Cuthbert too, made a connection between the “desert”
and a chance at bringing a higher glory to God. After leaving his original monastery and making
a small journey away from his fellow monks, Cuthbert needed more: “When he had fought there
in solitude for some time with the invisible enemy, by prayer and fasting, he sought a place of
combat farther and more remote from mankind, aiming at greater things” (Bede 215). As
explained above, Guthlac felt a similar need to go beyond the dedication required of the average
monk. His need for autarkism brought him into the desert where he was empowered by God to
survive and thrive in such spiritually and physically hostile environs, becoming the spiritual
warrior par exellence.
God’s empowerment took the form of Guthlac’s ability to perform miracles. These
miracles run the gamut from the mundane (having a document not become wet in a pool of water
or retrieving of gloves taken by mischievous jackdaws) to more spectacular displays of power,
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such as the exorcism of demons from a number of people. As with almost the entirety of the
ascetic saintly tradition, Christ was seen as the model for the exorcism of demons. Later ascetics
followed in this tradition, with Brown succinctly describing what was being demonstrated by the
holy men when they cured the possessed. Brown writes, “By exorcism, the holy man asserts the
authority of his god over the demonic in the possessed” (Brown 88). But more than this display
of dominance, miracles served another purpose, as proof of power:
These miracles are of the sort that assume that the holy man is there to play a role in
society based on his power. Furthermore, just as the miracle demonstrates a hidden,
intangible nucleus of power, so the miracle story is often no more than a pointer to the
many more occasions of which the holy man has already used his position in society.
The miracle condenses and validates a situation built up by more discreet means. (Brown
87)
The miracles performed by the ascetics could be seen as a form of currency, “summarily minted
and passed into circulation to demonstrate the untapped bullion of power at the disposal of the
holy man” (Brown 88).
Like those he was emulating, Guthlac also performed an exorcism. It is within the
description of Guthlac’s miraculous healing of a possessed young man named Hwætred that we
begin to see tangible results of what that “untapped bullion” can do when called upon. Hwætred
was said to be of “royal stock” (Colgrave 127) and was possessed by a demon so powerful that in
one of his rages, he “felled three men to the ground and slew them” (Colgrave 129). After being
brought to Crowland to meet with the saint, Guthlac took the young man to pray and fast for
three days, which led to the complete removal of any demonic influence. This episode is
illustrative because it speaks to Guthlac’s power through God and also of Guthlac’s willingness
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to assist the ruling class. Hwætred was of “royal stock” and with Guthlac’s help, he and his
family’s place within society was preserved. For Guthlac, miraculous healings and insights were
simply affirmations of his connection to God. For Felix, Guthlac’s connection to God affirmed
the king he served, Ӕlfwald’s, position of authority. This affirmation by God through Guthlac of
kingly authority helped legitimize the local rulers of England and tied those rulers to the Catholic
Church.
It is in Guthlac’s role as kingmaker that his spiritual currency is cashed by Felix. As will
be described later, Guthlac establishes that it is the will of God that a specific man become
bretwalda and reclaim the throne that had been usurped by his cousin Ceolred. Felix’s lord,
Ӕlfwald, would later serve as loyal ally of this ordained king and would derive his own power
through the bretwalda’s authority. We see this claim to authority through the bretwalda in the
prologue of Guthlac’s vita:
In the name of the Lord of Lords, to my lord King Ӕlfwald, beloved by me beyond any
other of royal rank, who rules by right over the realm of the East Angles, Felix, a servant
of the Catholic community, sends greetings and wishes him everlasting happiness in
Christ. (Colgrave 61)
Felix speaks of Ӕlfwald’s “right” to rule over the realm of the East Angles. It is because of that
connection from Ӕlfwald to his bretwalda Ӕthelbald to Guthlac to God that Ӕlfwald has
heavenly authority to occupy the position he does. With this in mind, the reasoning behind
Felix’s utilization of the “ascetic holy man framework” becomes explicitly clear. The ascetics
who Guthlac sought to emulate transformed the societies from which they originated in major
ways. Knowing this, and desirous of being somewhat in control of the ways in which those
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changes would manifest, all Felix had to do was to slightly augment this framework better to fit
one of Guthlac’s heritage and the heritage of Felix’s target audience.
Felix’s target audience, the people he hoped would be brought to Christianity through the
story of Guthlac, was the Anglo-Saxon community of medieval England. One way to establish a
connection between the saint and Felix’s readers was through the personal details outlined earlier
when discussing Guthlac’s biography. The laypeople of Felix’s time would have recognized
many of the attributes of Guthlac’s familial history and personal history and seen him as a
member of their culture. Beyond that, however, was a focus on the land itself in Felix’s tale. As
outlined in his “Landscapes of Conversion,” Alfred K. Siewers draws attention to the specifically
“English” depictions of the landscapes in Guthlac’s tale, cataloguing a long history of stories
depicting the exorcism of places haunted by fen-dwelling demons. Among the litany of attacks
against him, many of the fiends besieging Guthlac’s mound were “Welsh-speaking spirits,
apparently ghosts of the region’s indigenous people associated in Felix’s text with contemporary
Welsh-Mercian battles” (Siewers 206-7). With Mercia and Wales being adjacent to one another,
any description of differentiation between the two kingdoms is important. Mercia was striving to
craft its own, unique identity, and Felix helped the effort to accomplish the creation of a new,
national identity by his telling of the unique amalgamation of Mercian warrior culture and
Christian obedience and fidelity found in Guthlac.
Continuing the examination of Felix helping to craft a national identity, Siewers points to
the work done by David Dumville showing that “Mercia seems to have been by a substantial
margin the latest of the major kingdoms to come together as a single unit” (Siewers 208).
Beyond strictly political implications, Siewers makes mention of religious territorial disputes,
particularly the momentous Synod of Whitby, where England chose to follow Roman leadership
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instead of the monasteries of Ireland. Among the details adjudicated at the synod was the
specific style of tonsure to be worn by monks and the date of Christ’s rebirth. Felix is explicit
when describing Guthlac as wearing a Petrine tonsure, an affirmation of the decision derived
from the Synod of Whitby. Siewers writes, “ecclesiastical tempers still ran high over perceived
Celtic heterodoxy on tonsures and especially the dating of Easter…, Felix took a stance that …
decidedly defined himself as ‘English vs non-English,’ and created an Anglo-Saxon landscape to
match” (Siewers 209). Wales, long influenced by the Irish monks in opposition to Roman
tradition, also was the staging point for numerous raids into Mercia. For Felix, there was an
intense, powerful need to create a decidedly Mercian saint for his people to look up to and so this
vita is more than your traditional recording of saintly deeds: it is an affirmation of new,
Christianized Anglo-Saxon Mercian identity.
The Christianizing of the Anglo-Saxons infers the removal of past religious affiliations.
Much like Guthlac purging himself of his old pagan violent intentions, so too must the area itself
be purged. When Guthlac reaches the desolate island that is to be his home for the rest of his
life, he finds a barrow, a “mound of clods of earth which greedy comers to the waste had dug
open, in the hope of finding treasure there,” and makes it his home. Siewers points out that the
Anglo-Saxons “had traditions associating mounds with a mythic Otherworld” (Siewers 212). By
describing Guthlac as taking over the island and the barrow and making it his home, Felix has
demonstrated Christianity’s supremacy over the pagan beliefs from the past.
Though he was an instrument for the removal of their past belief system and was so
physically isolated from society, it may seem contradictory for an ascetic hermit to serve as an
exemplar to his people but there is a long-established tradition of this occurring throughout late
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antiquity. In his examination of Syrian ascetics, Peter Brown writes of the appeal held by the
laity for the ascetic monks of late antiquity. Brown writes,
Here was a man who had conquered his body in spectacular feats of mortification. He
had gained power over the demons, and so over the diseases, the bad weather, the
manifest disorders of a material world ruled by the demons. His prayers alone could
open the gates of heaven to the timorous believe. (Brown 81)
And while these enigmatic figures held such a strong appeal to the regular folk populating the
age, these holy men “belonged to a world that was not so much antithetical to village life as
marginal” (Brown 83-4). In other words, there is a conscious movement towards an outsider
status but not a complete removal. The hem of a garment is still a part of the garment.
Interestingly, a consequence of placing one’s self outside of civilization was the building up of
power in a way vastly different than typical consolidations of force. This is important because
after leaving noble power behind, a different type of power is thrust upon Guthlac, that of the
eremitical ascetic.
After establishing his dwelling in the isolated Crowland, Guthlac is confronted by the
Devil and his demons. The Devil attempts to utilize despair to manipulate the hermit and then
attempts falsely to teach Guthlac how to fast. These modes of attack used against the monk
show how crucial self-knowledge and a mastery of one’s own body were for Guthlac to survive
his battle against Satan. In addition to his own purity aiding him, it was through the intercession
of Saint Bartholomew, Guthlac was able to maintain his purity. This event serves to bring
Guthlac further into the Christian fold, legitimizing his status as one to emulate in the pursuit of
growing closer to God. In addition, his ability to call upon Saint Bartholomew was proof of
Guthlac’s virtue and status as a favored follower of God. And if Guthlac was blessed in the eyes
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of God and was a part of the fraternity of saints, then those that lived in the land of Guthlac could
call upon his aid to assist them in their daily trials and to serve as an advocate to God on their
behalf.
Guthlac as advocate is addressed directly in Felix’s narrative. Felix describes a king
named Ӕthelbald being driven from his throne by the usurper Ceolred. Ӕthelbald was said to
have been forced into hiding, relying upon a number of people to keep him safe. Feeling his
own endurance failing him, Ӕthelbald turned to Guthlac “in order that, when human counsels
failed, he might seek divine counsel” (Colgrave 149). Here we see that Guthlac has established
himself as the only local intermediary between God and man. There would have been several
different men of the church that Ӕthelbald could have turned to, many different people of higher
ranks than the humble Guthlac, but he places all hopes of his worldly salvation into the hands of
the isolated hermit, a demonstration of the power Guthlac has attained through his ascetic
practices and dedication to God. The way in which Guthlac responds to Ӕthelbald’s request for
advice is illuminating:
O, my child, I am not without knowledge of your afflictions: I am not ignorant of your
miseries from the beginning of your life: therefore, having had pity on your calamities, I
have asked the Lord to help you in His pitifulness; and He has heard me, and has granted
you to rule over your race and has made you chief over the peoples; and He will bow
down the necks of your enemies beneath your heel and you shall own their possessions;
those who hate you shall flee from your face and you shall see their backs; and your
sword shall overcome your foes. (Colgrave 149-50)
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The reader is given the distinct impression that the way in which Ӕthelbald’s ascent back into
being king is from God by way of Guthlac. By positioning himself far outside of normal society,
Guthlac has made himself into the hinge upon which the kingdom swings.
There is established precedent for this in Catholic history, a history which Felix would no
doubt have been extremely familiar. Brown relates the story of Daniel the Stylite from the late
fifth century. Daniel’s reputation did not primarily come from the miracles he worked; rather
they came from his status “as a stranger in a faction ridden city” (Brown 92). It is said that
Daniel refused to be ordained by the patriarch of Constantinople, instead holding out until he was
“ordained by the hand of God alone” (Brown, 92.) Brown also makes the connection back to
pre-Christian times, where oracles were turned to for a litany of needs, from when to plant crops
to matters of state showing that Western civilization has long turned to the objective outsider for
advice. The Desert Fathers merely adapted this tradition and blended it to fit their vision as God
being the ultimate authority and themselves being his intermediaries. Picking up where the
Desert Fathers left off, as stated earlier, Felix adopts this idea of the outsider’s objective counsel
and uses it to help legitimize his own patron, a King Ӕlfwald, who was a subject of the
bretwalda Ӕthelbald, the man who was acknowledged as king by the mouthpiece of God
himself, Guthlac.
Once again, when Felix makes the connection to his own patron, Ӕlfwald, and uses the
writing of Guthlac’s vita to paint Ӕlfwald’s overlord, Ӕthelbald, in an extremely positive light,
the needs and desires of Felix become clear. In addition to glorifying Guthlac and making him
something to aspire to for the inhabitants of Mercia, Felix has also reinforced his own lord’s
good standing with the over-king of the area, thus ensuring his continued place of power. Much
like Guthlac blended the many disparate elements of his personality and culture to form a
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Christian warrior, Felix blended Guthlac’s story and cultural impact with his own aspirations to
create a distinctly Mercian holy warrior that helped encourage Christianity and legitimize his
patron’s place.

Section Four: Conclusion
Through this study of an incredibly admired man, as Brown promised, we begin to see
more of what the contemporaneous average man’s hopes and expectations for himself would
have been. The average inhabitant of Mercia during this time period would have hoped that his
joining of the Catholic church would, along with helping to affirm his own standing within an
evolving national Mercian identity, bring him into a greater community than one which he could
only see with his eyes. Though Rome was at the head of a church that spanned continents, more
appeal could be found in the fact that one of them, Guthlac of Mercia, had been a champion of
God. His authority as the ascetic holy man, went beyond that of simple church hierarchy. His
power came from God Himself and he had been an exemplar of the Christian faith. Guthlac’s
decision to stay within the realm, to assist in the proclamation of divine right to kingship forged
the identity of the Anglo-Saxon Christian, an ideal to which those that followed would want to
aspire. Guthlac signaled to the average man that one did not have to forget the entirety of his
cultural heritage and abandon the land that reared him to be a good Christian. No, Guthlac
showed it was possible that those living so far away from Rome could still be close to God.
Centuries ago, it seems that someone else reached these same conclusions through their
study of Guthlac. Felix understood the appeal to the average man his Guthlac would hold.
Aware of the importance of connecting with his target audience, Felix was explicit when talking
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of Guthlac’s pre-conversion life. He purposefully described his subject in Mercian terms, a
nobleman as tied to his people as he was to God. He made sure to describe Guthlac’s ascension
into the Communion of Saints, a community that the laypeople of medieval England could be
initiated into, for the benefit of their eternal souls. Just as Guthlac needed more than what could
be found living the life of a traditional monk in a monastery, Felix needed more than the stories
of ascetics from a world away to inspire the Anglo-Saxons. So, like Guthlac, Felix ventured out
and combined the best of both worlds, the power and energy of the Anglo-Saxons, with the
tradition, dignity and grace of Christianity, to make the perfect emissary of God for those living
in the Midlands of Britain in the 8th Century.
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